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Abstract. Rate estimation is useful for many H.264/AVC applications including rate-distortion 
optimization (RDO) for fast mode decision and precise rate control. In this paper, we propose a new 
header rate prediction model and an adaptive algorithm to provide more accurate estimation of the 
number of total coding bits for rate control compared to previously proposed methods. The header bit 
rate estimation is modeled by a linear combination of the number of mode block, and the sum of 
absolute values of all motion vectors for each block. Based on the proposed model, a header rate 
estimation function is also proposed to give a more accurate rate-distortion rate control. The proposed 
schemes can achieve better results in rate-distortion and rate control to previously proposed 
approaches.  

Introduction 
Unlike previously developed MPEG video coding standards, H.264/AVC additionally provides the 
following set of submacroblock types for each 8*8 submacroblock of a P-slice macroblock that is 
coded in INTER-8*8 mode: INTER-8*8, INTER-8*4, INTER-4*8,and INTER-4*4. 

The H.264/AVC JM reference encoder adopts the RDO technique for mode-decision and 
rate-control to achieve the best coding performance. For example, there are 11 candidate modes 
(including SKIP, 16*16, 16*8, 8*16, 8*8, 8*4, 4*8, 4*4, intra_4*4, intra_8*8 and intra_16*16) for 
the inter-frame MB coding. The coding mode for each block is determined using the Lagrangian cost 
function can be expressed as [1] and [2]: RDJ Mode λ+=   (1) 

The distortion D is measured as the sum of the squared difference between the current block and 
the reconstructed block. The rate R is the sum of the bits for mode including the mode information, 
the motion vectors, the side information and the transformation coefficients after entropy coding.λ is 
an appropriate Lagrangian multiplier which can be calculated with an empirical formula using the 
quantization parameter:

3/)12(285.0 −×= Qpλ    (2) 
The cost function (1 ) can also be expressed as : )( residualHMode RRDJ ++= λ   (3) 
Where RH is the number of bits for the header information such as MB modes, motion vectors and 
reference frames; Residual is the bits for DCT coefficients of the residual information. 
The RDO mode and rate-control Qp is selected as follows: 

),(min( mod QpD ei , subject to: Ti RQpeR ≤),(mod    (4) 
Where modei is mode type and RT is the target bit rate. 

During the video coding process, all possible inter/intra coding modes are examined and the 
residual encoding process with the actual encoding and decoding processes are calculated, including 
DCT/Q, IQ/IDCT, entropy coding and frame reconstruction. Due to the high-complexity RDO 
approach, some low processing devices for real time video applications cannot afford it[3-6]. 

In this paper, we propose a joint R-D optimized RC algorithm with an accuracy header bit model 
by analyzing RDO mode decision. Firstly, we analyze the header bits modeling problem of the header 
bit characteristics in H.264/AVC video coding which can be approximated by the number of blocks 
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and the number of MVs. So we propose joint rate distortion models for texture bits and header bits. 
This joint rate distortion modeling approach outperforms the traditional rate distortion models. Then, 
based on the joint rate distortion models and a novel target bit allocation approach, we propose joint 
rate distortion rate control algorithm by considering both the optimization bit allocation and the 
quality variation. Finally, We conduct extensive tests to evaluate the performance of our algorithm.  

Header Rate Modeling 
Since the rate and distortion of a macroblock are determined by both texture and header coding, the 

rate distortion relationship between the texture and header should be considered such that the 
optimization is possible. In this section, we propose the joint texture-header modeling technique for 
H.264/AVC video coding which can help us to achieve the joint texture-header optimization. 

The bit rate of the video macroblock k consists of the bit rates of both the texture and header 
information: k

header
k
texture

k
mb RRR +=                 (5) 

Where k
mbR  denotes the combined texture ( k

textureR ) and header ( k
headerR ) bit rates for the macroblock k. 

The bit rates for header and motion information are involved in k
mbR . 

In this section, a joint rate model for both header bits and residual bits are proposed. We combine 
the bit-rate model with a distortion model to result in a cost function. Besides, an adaptive bit-rate 
estimation is proposed to improve the prediction accuracy in model-based rate control algorithms.  

Generally speaking, there are two types of coded block in H.264/AVC coding: coded block and 
skipped block. Since the bit of the skipped block equal to 0, the bits of video coding produce by the 
coded block which can be coded by inter and intra-modes. Therefore, we need to estimate the rate of 
coded mode through the number of coded block only. The mode rate of coded blocks can be estimated 
via : 11mod βα +⋅= codee NR                  (6) 
Where 1α  and 1β  are model parameters. codeN  is the number of the coded block. 
Accordingly, the Lagrange cost function can be improved by the texture rate and header rate model: 

)( residualHMode RRDJ ++= λ         (7) 
The H.264/AVC JM reference encoder adopts the RDO technique for mode-decision to achieve 

the best coding block. Since the residual signal of a skipped block is not coded, its cost can be 
computed directly from its residual signal. Therefore, we need to estimate the cost function of coded 

blocks only. If skipcode DJ < , the coded block can be processed in the normal way, else the block can be 
skipped.  

The rate-distortion cost function can be obtained by combining the rate model in (5) with the 
distortion model as: headerresidualcodecode RRDJ λλ ++=     ( 8) 

Since 0>headerRλ , we can got coderesidualcodecode JRDJ ′=+> λ . 
Where codeJ ′  is the estimation value of the cost function, and D,R can be estimated by （5）. 

coderesidualcode DRJ ′+′=′ λ       （9） 
In other ways, if skipcode DJ <  and codecode JJ ′> ,we obtain skipcode DJ <′ ，and the number of coded 

block Ncode can define by 
1

1
−

⋅= ∑
=

ii code

N

i
code NCN ，with 



 <′

=
else

DJ
C iskipicode

i 0
1

. The bits of mode 

information can be estimated by the linear regress model with the model parameters 1α ， 1β . 
On the other hand, the motion bits of header bit have a strong relationship with the difference of 

horizontal/vertical MV elements MVx, MVy, and the number of MVs, Ncode. As the value of MV 
with horizontal/vertical increase, the bits of header required to encode their values increases. 
Likewise, as a frame or unit is finely partitioned, there are more code block associated with it, which 
results in an increase in header bits including mode and motion bit mainly. 
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From Fig 1, there is linear relation between Ncode  and motion bits. And the information of the 
motion vectors for the current frame can be summarized as : 

codemvymvxmv NRRR ⋅⋅+= γ)(     （10）  22 βα += mvmv RR     （11） 
Based on the Rmv model and Rmode model, we propose a enhanced header rate model: 

θ++= vmod meheader RRR    (12) 
θβαβα ++++⋅= )()( 2211 mvcodeheader RNR  

 
βγαα ++= )( 21 mvcodeheader RNR        （13） 

Where mvymvxmv RRR += ， θβββ ++= 21 . 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Fig 1:Relationship between Rheader and )( 1 mvcode RN γα +  for test 

sequences.(A)Foreman(B)News(C)Football(D)Akiyo 
Since the rates are determined by both texture and overhead coding, the rate distortion relationship 

between the texture and overhead should be considered such that the optimization is possible. In this 
subsection, we propose the joint texture-header modeling technique for H.264/AVC RDO coding 
which can help us to achieve the joint texture-header optimization.The bit rate of the video frame 
consists of the bit rates of both the texture and overhead information which indicate above (13). 
According to (13), joint texture-header R-D model is given by : 

)
][
][

][
][]([])([ 221 iQ

ib
iQ

iaiComRNR mvcodesum +=++− βγαα      （14） 

2
22 ][][][ QibQiaiDresidual +=                            (15) 

Where Rsum denotes the combined texture and overhead bit rates. 

Experimental Comparison Results 
To validate the performance of the proposed model, we apply the estimation functions to the 
H.264/AVC reference software JM version 10.2. Fast motion estimation is enabled with 1/4 pixel 
resolution. The number of reference frames is set to 1 and the motion search range is 16. The R-D 
optimization is enabled in motion estimation and CAVLC entropy coding is enabled. In the 
simulations, several test video sequences are used to obtain various coding performances. To evaluate 
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the performance of the proposed rate distortion tradeoff approach, more results are listed in Table I. 
We achieved a PSNR gain of up to 0.87dB with an average PSNR gain of 0.33dB over the entire test 
set. We also list the different between target bit and bit rate in Table I to evaluate the robustness of our 
algorithms. 

Table I:Simulation results of our proposed algorithm in teams of  
PSNR(dB) and Bit rate (kb/s) 

Sequence RC Algorithm Target Rate PSNR Bitrate 
Foreman 

QCIF 
30Hz 

[3] 
65.34 

32.67 65.45 
Ours 32.68 65.63 
Gain 0.01 - 

News 
QCIF 
30Hz 

[3] 
36.47 

32.51 36.96 
Ours 32.82 36.68 
Gain 0.31 - 

Akiyo 
QCIF 
30Hz 

[3] 
13.96 

33.68 14.32 
Ours 34.55 14.13 
Gain 0.87 - 

Mobile 
QCIF 
30Hz 

[3] 
147.09 

28.55 147.42 
Ours 28.95 148.12 
Gain 0.4 - 

Silent 
QCIF 
30Hz 

[3] 
38.67 

32.23 38.96 
Ours 32.62 38.85 
Gain 0.39 - 

Conclusions 
In this paper, we first proposed a header bit rate model included mode and motion parameter, and an 
adaptive header bit rate estimation approach for joint rate distortion model in rate control. The 
proposed adaptive method utilizes information from the previous coded macroblocks. Experimental 
results show that the proposed estimation methods are effective for rate distortion model prediction 
and rate control. 
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